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Prandtl-Reuss plastic material with scalar and tensor internal 
variables 

T. TOKUOKA (KYOTO) 

PRANDTL-R.Euss plastic material with general work-hardening is investigated theoretically. 
A scalar internal variable and a symmetric tensor internal variable are introduced. Von Mises's 
plastic potential is assumed to be a function of the translated stress and the. scalar internal variable. 
Thus the general constitutive equations of the rate type plastic material are derived. Four consti
tuti~ assumptions, i.e. isotropy, pressure insensitivity, no generalized Bauschinger effect and 
grade two, are supposed. Then, a generalized ~andtl-Reuss plastic material is defined. From its 
stress rate constitutive equation, the yield condition and the flow rule are derived. They corre
spond, respectively, to a generalization of the Huber":"Von Mises yield condition and a genera
lization of the Levy-St. Venant flow rule. A fracture condition is also defined. It is assumed that 
the fracture occurs when a scalar function, called the fracture function, of two internal variables 
reaches a critical value. General solution for the steady simple extension is obtained. The beha
viour of the incompressible material for the uniaxial stress extension is also investigated. The 
stress-strain-internal variables relations are depicted in the figure for three material functions 
and several values of the material·constants in the loading-unloading-reloading processes and 
in the loading-unloading cycles. The calculated results show both isotropic work-hardening and 
translation workhardening, as well as the rounding phenomenon at;~.d the Bauschinger effect. 

Przeprowadzono badania teoretycme materialu plastycznego Prandtla-Reussa ze wzmocnie
niem og6lnej postaci. Wprowadzono skalarow'l i tensorow'l zmienn'l wewn~trznl\. Zaloi:ono, 
2:e potencjat plastyczny Misesa jest funkcj'l napr~i:enia translacyjnego i skalarowej zmiennej 
wewn~trznej. Nast~pnie wyprowadzono og6lne r6wnania konstytutywne dla materialow 
plastycznych typu pr~ko§ciowego. Przyj~to cztery zaloi:enia konstytutywne, mianowicie: 
izotropi~, niezalei:nosc od ciSnienia hydrostatycznego, niewyst~powanie uog6lnionego efektu 
Bauschingera, material stopnia drugiego. Z kolei zdefiniowano uog6lniony material plastyczny 
Prandtla-Reussa. Z otrzymanych czulych na pr~dkosc napr~2:enia r6wnan konstytutywnych 
wyprowadzono warunek plastyczno§ci i prawo plyni~a. Odpowiadaj'l one odpowiednio uog61-
nionemu warunkowi plastycznoSc:i Hubera-Misesa i uog61nionemu prawu plyni~ia Levy'ego
St. Venanta. Okreslono r6wniei: warunek zniszczenia. Zaloi:ono, 2:e zniszczenie zachodzi, gdy 
fimkcja skalarowa zalei:na od dw6ch zmiennych wewn~trznych, zwana funkcj'l zniszczenia, 
osi'l83 wartosc krytyczflll. Otrzymano rozwi~ie og61ne dla ustalonego prostego rozci~Iga
nia. Zbadano r6wniei: zachowanie si~ . materialu nieScisliwego dla jednoosiowego napr~i:enia 
rozcillgaj'lcego. ZwiClzki napr~i:eniowo-odksztalceniowe dla zmiennych wewn~lrznych SI\ poka
zane · graficznie na W}'kresach dla trzech funkcji materialowych w procesie obcilli:enie-odciCl
Zenie i dla cyklu obcilli:enie-odcilli:enie. Wyniki obliczen wskazuj'l zar6wno ria wzmocnienie 
izotropowe jak i wzmocnienie translacyjne kinematyczne. Wykazuj'l r6wniei: zjawisko "zaokr~g
lania" i efekt Bauschingera. 

llpoae,I:{eHbi TeopeTHllecKHe HCCJie,I:{oaamm nnaCTHlleCRoro lti3TepHana llpllH,l:frmi-Pe:Hcca 
c ynpo'IHeHifeM o6mero Blf,I:{a. Bae,I:{eHhi ci<annpllaH H TeH30pHbie BHyTpemme nepeMeHHbie. 
llpe,I:{UOJio>KeHo, liTO nnaCTMllecl<lf:H noTeHlU{an MH3eca HBJUieTCH <P~e:H TpaHCJIHLUIOH
Horo HanpH>KeHIDI H CI<aJIHpHOH BHyTpeHHeH nepeMeHHOH. 3aTeM BbiBe,I:{eHbi OOlUHe ·onpe
,I:{CJUIIOlUHe ypaBHeHHH ,I:{JUI nJiaCTift{eCI<HX MaTepHaJIOB CKOpOCTHOrO Tlfna. ilpHHHTbl lleTbipe 
onpe,I:{eJUIIOIIUl'e npe,I:{UOJIO>KeHHH, a HMeHHO; lt3QTPOUHH, He3aBHCHMOCTL OT n~.o;poCTant:

'leCI<oro ):{aanemm, HeBLICTynaiOIUHe o6o6meHHoro 3$$ei<Ta Eaynnmrepa, MaTep~tan aropo:H 
creneliH. B cao10 ollepe,I:{b onpe,I:{eJieH o6o6meHHhiH nnaCTiflleci<H:H MaTepHaJI llpaH):{TJUI
Pe:Hcca. 1-h nonyqeHHbiX onpe):{eiiHIOIUHX ypaaHeHil:H llyBCTBHTeJibHbiX Ha ci<opoCTb · lianpn
>Kemm,. BLIBe,I:{eHhi ycnoaHe nnaCTI{t{HOCTH If 33KOH TelleH:RH. OHB' OTBellaiOT coOTBeTCTBeHHo 
o6o6meHHOMY YCJIOBHIO nnaCTWIHOCTH ry6epa-MH3eca If o6o6meHHOMY 3ai<OHY Tel.ICHHH 
Jieau-Om-BeHaHa. Onpe.o;eneoo Tome ycnosHe p~ywemm. llpe,I:{lloJio>KeHo, l.fTO pa3py-
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WeRHe HaCTyii8eT, KOr.lUI .CIWUIPHBH ci>yHKUHH aaBHCmna.fl OT rotyx BHYTPCIDDIX nepeMeHHbiX, 
Ha31:dBaeMaH ci>yH~<~V~eii: paapymei!WI, ~OC'TiiraeT KpHTHtleCKoro :maqeHH.fl. !Da.nyqeHo o6mee 
pemeHIIe Ami yCTaHOBHBmeroc.R npOCTOro paCTIDKeHWI. Hccne~osmo TalOKe nose):leHHe 
HeoKUMaeMoro MaTepHaJia Ami o~oOCHoro paCT.fii'HBaiOillero Hanp.fi>KeHH.fl. CoomomeHJIJI 
HaUpiDKeHHe-~ecl>op~ Ami BHYTPeHHHX nepeMeHIIhiX noKa38Hbl rpacl>IAeCKH Ha romr
PaMMaX Ami -rpex MaTepuam.HbiX ~~ B npo~ecce aarpya:Ka-paarpyaKa-noBTopiWI 
uarpyaKa H AJI.fl ~ uarpysKa-paarpyaKa. Peaym.TaTbl pacqeros fKa3biBaroT KaK Ha uao
-rponaoe ynpoqaeHHe, TaK H Ha -rpaHCJIHLnfOHHoe (KHHeMaTJNecKoe) ynpoliHeHHe, a TBIOKe 
Ha .fiBJICHHe ,oKpyrJICHH.fl" H 3ci>ci>eKT Bayunmrepa. 

1. Introduction 

IN GENERAL the typical behaviour of plasticity are yield, flow and work-hardening. There
fore the constitutive equations, which define a plastic material, must contain and repre
sent the above three properties. The yield condition, which is expressed as a stress relation, 
can be expressed geometrically by a surface, i.e. the yield surface in the stress space. The 
plastic flow can be represented by the vector of the strain increment in the space. When the 
plastic :flow proceeds, the yield condition changes in general and the change shows work
hardening which can be expressed by the deformation and the motion of the yield surface. 
When the centre of the surface remains at the origin and the surface expands simiiarly with 
respect to the origin, we say that the material has isotropic work-hardening. When the surface 
translates rigidly in the space, we say that it has translation (or kinematic) work-hardening. 
In general, the plastic material may have both types of work-hardening. When the strain 
increment at ·a point on the yield surface has external, tangential, and internal direction, 
we say that the process is loading, neutral and unloading, respectively. If the yield stress 
for a loading direction and that for the opposite direction have different magnitudes, 
we say that the Bauschinger effect exists. Then, isotropic work-hardening has no such 
effect but translation work-hardening has it. 

In general, plastic _deformation is accompanied by an irreversible change of the internal 
state of the material. For a method which includes this change into the constitutive equa
tion of continuum mechanics, there is the theory of internal variable [1-8]. The external 
variables such as the deformation and the stress, which are explicitly observable, are distri
buted continuously in a continuum and so are the internal variables which are implicitly 
observable as a result of the observed external variables. TheSe internal variables may be 
of scalar, vector or tensor character. Thus the theory of internal variable has two types 
of constitutive equation; one is the relations between the external variables and these rela
tions depend upon the internal variable and are called the constitutive equation in a narrow 
sense, and the other is the evolutional equations, which prescribe the time evolution ofthe 
internal variables and depend upon the external variables. 

The plasticity and the viscosity can be distinguished by the dependence on the time scale. 
The plastic stress-deformation relation does not depend upon the time scale but the viscous 
relation does. The rate type constitutive equation, which is a linear relation between the 
stress rate and the deformation rate, does not depend upon the time scale. The Prandtl-Reuss 
plastic material has a special case of the rate type constitutive equation. The disintegration 
of the strain into the elastic and the plastic part can be taken with some ambiguous consider-
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PRANDTL-REUSS PLASTIC MATERIAL WITH SCALAR AND TENSOR INTERNAL VARIABLES 803 

ation [9]. '()n the other hand, -the disintegration of the deformation rate, i.e. the stretching, 
has a definite meaning. Further, the rate tyPe equations can express collectively many vari
aties of responses to the initial values. 

Two types of construction of the rate type plastic equations can be considered. One is 
the hypo-elasticity by TRUF.SDELL [10] and another is the method de~ved from the _Von 
Mises' plastic. potential and the rate type elastic equation. By the.former method the author 
introduced the scalar, vector and tensor internal variables into the hypo-elastic equation 
and obtained as special cases the Prandti-Reuss plastic material and ff material [11, 12]. 
Also by the latter method the author introduced the scalar and the tensor intern~l variables 
into the plastic potential and obtained the Prandtl-Reuss plastic material with isotropic 
and kinematic work-hardening [13-15]. 

In this paper we introduce the scalar and the tensor internal variables into . the second 
method and propose the general constitutive equations of the Prandti-Reuss plastic material 
with general work-hardening. The contents of this paper is a development of the results 
given in [15]. Further, the general behaviour of the material is analysed for the steady simple 
extension. Specially, the behaviour of the incompressible material for the steady uniaxial 
stress extension is analysed and depicted in the figure for the loading-unloading-reloading 
processes and for the cyclic loading-unloading processes. 

2. Rate type constitutive equations 

The positions of a material particle at the reference configuration and the current 
configuration are denoted by X and X' respectively. The deformation gradient is F = ox/ ax' 
and the left Cauchy-Green tensor is B = FFT. The Cauchy stress T of the isotropic elastic 
material is a function of B, i.e. 

(2.1) T = K(B). 

For the basic concepts of continuum mechanics refer, for example, to TRUP..SDELL and NOLL 

[16]. From the principle of material frame-indifference the material function K cannot be 
arbitrarily taken, but it must satisfy the identity 

(2.2) 

where Q is any orthogonal tensor. 
Differentiating t~~ relation (2.1) with respect to time and we have 

(2.3) 
. aK 

T = oB,., (DB+BD+WB-BW),,., 

where the stretching D and the spin tensor W-are the symmetric part and the skew symmetric 
part of the velocity gradient oi.fex, respectively. ·Let us consider that Q is a function of 
a parameter a and that Q = 1 and dQ/da = W at a= 0. Then, differentiating the relation 
(2.2) with respect to a and setting a = 0, we have 

(2.4) 
aK 

oB,., (WB-BW) .. ,. = WK-KW. 
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Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.3) we can obtain 

(2.5) t = G[D], Tij = 8ijklDkl, 

where 

(2.6) T=T-WT+TW 

is tpe eo-rotational stress rate and the bracket denotes the linear dependence. 
The elasticity C obtained above is a function of B and given by the material function 

K(B); however, we consider that Eq. (2.5) with any fourth-order tensor S(B) define a rate 
type constitutive equation of the isotropic elastic material [17]. 

In an elastic-plastic deformation the sttetching is assumed to be the sum of the elastic 
stretching ED and the plastic stretching pD, i.e. 

(2.7) D = ED+pD. 

Further, we assume that the elastic equation (2.5) holds for an elastic stretching in an elas
tic-plastic deformation and 

(2.8) T = 8 [BD] = 8 [D]- 8 (pD]. 

It will be shown that the above equation is reduced to the plastic equation. 

3. General rate type plastic equations 

In order to include the change of the internal state in the theory, we introduce the scalar 
internal variable et and the symmetric tensor internal variable ~' which is assumed to have 
stress dimension without no generality. Their physical meanings depend upon a particular 
material. They may be the dislocation density for metal of the crystallization density for 
plastics. Here we do not discuss their physical interpretation. 

Let us introduce V on Mises' plastic potential g and assume that it is a function of the 
stress and the internal variables· According to PRAGER [18], who introduced the translated 
stress 

(3.1) 

we assume that 

(3.2) g = g(i'' et). 

The internal parameter ·~ is called the translation tensor. 
In the elastic state 

(3.3) 

holds. In the yield state the yield condition 

(3.4) g(T, et)= 0 

holds and the flow rule 

(3.5) 
iJg 

pD= E--
iJT 

is assumed, where e is a proportionality fa9tor. 
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The combination of Eqs. (2.8) and (3.5) gives the constitutive equation of a plastic 
equation in a narrow sense. We assume that the behaviour of the internal variables are 
independent of the time scale. The evolutional equations are assumed to be 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where 

(3.8) 

£X = 4-cf, ex) [pD], £X = (/Jkl PDkz, 

~ = 'l'('i', ex}[pD), /Jii = 'l'iiklPDk, 

is the eo-rotational translation rate. Then we have 
0 

(3.9) T = 8(D]- (S+'I')(pD], 

where 

f = t-wi'+iw = t-~ 
is the eo-rotational translated stress rate. 

From the principle of material frame-indifference, the identity 

(3.1 0) g(QTQT, ex) = g(T ~ ex) 

holds for every orthogonal tensor Q. By the same process for Eq. (2.4) we have 

(3.11) ( 
ag · - - ) . 

tr aT (Wf-TW) = 0. 

For the yield state Eq. (3.4) holds. Differentiating it with respect to time and referring to 
Eq. (3.11}, we have 

(3.12) tr ( ~ T) + ~! a ~ o. 

Let us obtain the proportional· factor _e. Substituting Eqs. (3.9}, (3.6) and (3.5) into 
Eq. (3.12), we can obtain 

(3.13) e = tr(GD), 

where 

[:f]c . 
G= ------~~ --~~~~-- [a~] (S+'I')[ a~ ]-4- [a~ I og 

aT aT aT or:x 

(3.14) 

and ([ogjoi']8)11 = (ogjoT,.,.)8m,.1z. Therefore, in the yield state the plastic stretching 
is proportional to the total stretching and 

(3.15) pD' = 
0~ tr(GD). 
aT 

Also we can obtain the general rate type plastic equations: 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

f = 9rnL 
£X= D[D], 

~ = D[D], 
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where 

(3.19) £? "' I -(8 +'I') [::] ® G, 

(3.20) 11"' •[:: ]G. 
(3.21) D "''I' [::] ® G 

and ® denotes the tensor product. 

4. Constitutive assumptions 

The general plastic co~stitutive- equations given in the last section are too general, so 
we assume here the following four constitutive assumptions: 

(i) 8 and 'I' are isotropic constant tensors; 
(ii) g -and 4t are pressure-insensitive; 

(iii) there is no gener~ed Bauschinger effect with resepct to the translated stress; 
(iv) the plastic potential and the evolutional equations are second-order polynomials for 
the translated stress. 

The asrumption (i) denotes that 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

8'1'" = At5tJ t5~:r + ,u( t5u; ()Jl + t5u t5J~:), 

'l'tJkl = MtJ t5~:r +m( 6,~: t5Jr + ()u t5J~:), 

where A, p,, I and m are material constants and t511 is the Kronecker delta. 
The assumption (ii) gives 

(4.3) g = g{i'*, 1X), 4t = .zt{i•, 1X), 

where T* = T-{l/3)tr(i') 1 is the deviatoric translated stress. The principle of material 
frame-indifference demands that the identities 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

g(QT*QT, 1X) =g(i*, 1X), 

tlt(QT*QT, 1X) = Qtlt{i*, 1X)QT 

hold for every orthogonal tensor Q. Then, by the representation theorem we have the 
expressions 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

where 

(4.8) 

g = g(ll*, Ili*, 1X), 

• = t/Jol+t/JtT*+t/J2T*2, 

are iiJ.variants of the deviatoric translated stress and 

(4.9) tPr = t/Jr (Ii*, Iil*, 1X) (F = 0, 1, 2) 

are material functions. 
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The assumption (iii) means the following two conditions: 
(a) if (T*, a) satisfies the yield condition, (-T*, a) does the same; 
(b) ("I*, a, pD) and (-T*, a, - pO) give the same rates of the internal variables. 

These conditions show that g and tjJ 1 are even functions of. T*, and 4>o and t/J 2 are its 
odd functions. 

We assume that g and t/Jr (F = 0, 1, 2) are analytic functions of the invariants fi* 
and Iii*. The assumption (iv) and the parity of the functions depicted above give the expres
sions 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

g = Ko(a)+g1 (a)fl*, 

c- = t/J(a)T*, 

where Ko(a), Kt (a) and t/J(a) are material functions of a. 
From Eq. (4.10) the yield condition (3.4) and the flow rule (3.5) reduce, respectively, to 

(4.12) ii* - - Ko(a) = K (a) 
- kt (a) - 2 

' 

(4.13) 

Equation (4.13) gives ZIEGLER's rule [19] when K1 (a) takes a constant value. 
Let us obtain special forms of the constitutive equations (3.16)-(3.18) by the consti

tutive assumptions. Substituting the expressions (4.1), (4.2), (4.10) and (4.11) into the con
stitutive funcitons (3.19)-(3.21) and referring to the condition (4.12), we can obtain 

(4.14) 9 = i-.--3Li*®T* 
k(a)2 ' 

(4.15) [[ = _I'_ g2(a)t/J~a) T*, 
f'+m k(a)2 

2p.m ... .., 
(4.16) D = (J.t+m)k(a)2 T*®T*, 

where 8 is given .by Eq. (4.1) and 

(4.17) k(a) = [g (a){1 + (aK2(ri)Jaa)t/J(a)}]t'2 
2 

· 4(J.t+m) · 

Here we introduce a new parameter 

(4.18) 

which is defined by the material constants p. and m and the material functions g2 (a) and t/J(a). 
Therefore the relation between a and ex is specified by a given material. Then the parame
ter a may be interpreted as a new internal variable, and henceforth ex is rewritten as a. 
By this transformation the expressions (4.14) and (4.16) are formally unchangeable and 
Eq. (4.15) reduces to 

(4.19) 
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The constitutive equations (3.16}-(3.18) are, then, expressed as 

(4.20) 
0 2p, .-
T = tl- k(a._)2 wT*, 

. 1 
ex= -w, 

2p, 
(4.21) 

(4.22) 

where 

(4.23) w= tr(T*D) 

denotes the work done on the material per unit volume and per unit time by the deviatoric 
translated stress; it is called the substantial stress power. 

We must remark here that the above equations have been derived under the yield con
dition (3.4) and k(ex) is not an arbitrary function of ex but is given by Eq. (4.17). 

5. Prandtl-Reuss plastic material 

A typical property of the plasticity is the loading-unloading phenomenon. The stress
strain diagram has two different paths for the loading and for the unloading, and two 
paths crossing at a point which is the starting point of the unloading. A theory of ordinary 
differential equation assures that they have unique solution for a given initial condition. 
The rate type constitutive equations may be regarded as the ordinary differential equations 
when the time is regarded as the independent variable. Then a single set of rate-type con
stitutive equations cannot express the loading-unloading phenomenon. Therefore we must 
adopt two sets of equations, one is for the loading state and the other is for the unloading 
state. 

In the unloading state, which is not defined now, we assume that the elastic equation (2.5) 
holds and the internal variables remain their initial values, i.e., 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

a= o, 

·~ = 0. 

In the loading state we assume that Eqs. (4.20}-(4.22) hold, where the material function 
k(ex) is not given by Eq. (4.17) but it must be regarded as any given function of ex. This 
is a drastic change of our standpoint; here, Eqs. (4.20}-(4.22) must not be regarded as the 
equations under the yield condition. 

When the substantial stress power w is positive, zero and negative, the material receives 
the mechanical work, is adiabatic with it, and gives it to the exterior, respectively. So we 
may define that the three states 

(5.3) w > 0, w = 0, w < 0 
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are the loading, the neutral and the unloading state, respectively. By this definition the 
two sets of equations have the expressions 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where the symbol ( ) means 

(5.8) 

• 2 
P = - (A.+-r ,u)trD, 

2. 2,u ... 
T* = 2,uD*- --(w)T* · 

k(a.)2 ' 

. 1 
a.= 2,u (w), 

o 2,um -. 
~ = {J.t+m)k(a.)2- (w)T ' 

{

X, 

(x) = 0, 
X~ 0, 

X< 0. 

These consist of the constitutive equations of the compressible Prandtl-Reuss plastic ma
terial. 

If the material is incompressible, the pressure cannot be determined by the constitutive 
relations but it must be specified by the initial and the boundary condition. The constitu
tive equations of the incompressible Prandtl-Reuss plastic material are given by Eqs. 
(5.5)-(5.7) without Eq. (5.4). The incompressible material must be isochoric, then there are 

(5.9) trD = 0, D* = D. 

Until now we have derived the constitutive equations (4.20)-(4.22) from the heuristic 
method with the aid of V on Mises's plastic potential. However, the author obtained them 
through the method of hypo-elasticity. Equations (7.2), (6.5) and (7.3) depicted in the ref
erence [12] reduce to Eqs. (4.20)-(4.22) depicted in the last section if we put KM(a.) = k(a.), 
b(a.) = mf(p+m). 

For the sake of the numerical calculations, let us take the dimensionless expressions 
of the constitutive equations. 

(5.10) 
T 

s = 2,u' M( ) = k(a.) 
a. - 2,u ' 

m 
c=--

,u+m 

are respective dimensionless quantities, function and constant. Equations (5.4)-(5.7) 
reduce to 

(5.11) if= -L: +~~}o. 
(5.12) S2.* D* 1 ( )S-* = - M(a.)2 V ' 

(5.13) a= (v), 

(5.14) 0 c -
y = M(a.)2 (v)S*, 
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where 

(5.15) v = tr(S*D). 

We can say that the compressible Prandtl-Reuss plastic material is characterized by two 
constants J..fft and c and a function M(rx), and the incompressible Prandtl-Reuss plastic 
material by a constant c and a function M(rx). 

6. Yield condition and flow rule 

The Prandtl-Reuss constitutive equations (5.4}(5.7) are characterized by the material 
constants p. and ni and the material function k(rx), which does not have the form (4.17) 
but is a given function. Then the yield condition and the flow rule must be newly defined 
by Eq. (5.5). 

The author derived the yield condition and the flow rule of the material with the hypo
elastic equation [20]. Equation (4.20) or Eq. (5.5) is a linear relation between the stress rate 
and the stretching. By a given stretching the stress rate can be determined uniquely. The 

· inverse correspondence may be singular. This singularity relation is called the yield condi
tion and the null space of the stretching gives the flow rule. For a more simple method 
with matrix representation, see ToKUoKA [21]. From the equation we can obtain the yield 
condition 

(6.1) 

and the flow rule 

(6.2) D =eT*, 
where e is a new proportionality facto~. Compare them with Eqs. (4.i2) and (4.13). 

The condition (6.1) represents a circular cylinder in the stress space with the axis cross
ing at the translation ~ and the radius J/2k(rx). The axis is parallel to the pressure-axis 

· which spans an equal angle with three coordinate axes. Therefo~e, the change of k(rx) 
with rx denotes the isotropic work-hardening and -the change of ~ denotes the translation 
work-hardening. The condition (6.1) is a generalization of the Huber-Von-Mises yield 
condition. The rule (6.2) denotes that the stretching is proportional to the deviatoric trans
lated stress. This stretching is called the flow stretching. For this we have trD = 0, then 
we can say that the flow stretching is isochoric. The rule (6.2) is a generalization of the 
Uvy-St. Venant flow rule. 

The flow cannot continue with indefinite magnitude. Because if the stretching changes 
by the manner of Eq. (6..2), the evolutional equations (5.6) and (5.7) for the loading ·state 
yield the ch.anges of the internal variables which, in general, disorder the yield condition (6.1 ). 

The evolutional equation (5.7) shows 

(6.3) tr~ = tr~ = 0, 

which gives /~ = tr ~ = constant. Then the translation point ~ in the stress space is on . 
a plane that is perpendicular to the pressure-axis. 
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7. Fracture rule 

Every material fractures when it is deformed largely or when the repeated loading
unloading cycles are applied on it. In general, we can say that the fracture occurs when 
the internal change is cumulated and the internal state reaches a critical state. The internal 
variables were introduced to express some changes of the internal state, so it is natural 
to assume that a material function of the internal variables exists and the fracture occurs 
when it has a critical value. 

We introduce a scalar material function called the fracture function: 

(7.1) h = h(a., ~), 

and we assume that the fracture occurs when 

(7.2) . h(a., ~) = 0, 

which is called the fracture condition. 
The fracture function must be frame-indifferent, so 

(7.3) 

holds -identically for every orthogonal tensor Q. Then the representation theorem gives 

(7.4) h = h(a., 11~, Ill~), 

where 

(7.5) 

are the invariants of the translation tensor ~ and where the dependence on /~ is deleted 
because, from Eq. (6.3), it has a constant value. 

8. Cauchy's laws of moti«;m 

Every material is subjected to the fundamental laws of motion, i.e. Cauchy's first and 
second law of motion: 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

divT +eh = ei, 

where e is the mass density, b is the body force per unit mass and TT denotes the transpose 
ofT. 

The second law holds when the stress is assumed to be a symmetric tensor. Usually, 
the body force is neglected and then, the spatially homogeneous stress exists only when 
the motion is accelerationless. Even if the motion is not accelerationless, the acceleration 
reduces to a diminishingly small quantity if the rate of deformation tends to zero. Our rate 
type constitutive equations are independent of the time scale, therefore we can consider 
the law (8.1) to hold for the homogeneous stress, zero body force and sufficiently slow de
formation. In this way we can now focus our attention on tpe constitutive equations. 
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9. Steady simple extension 

A steady simple extension has a constant stretch tensor 

(9.1) DiJ = D1 ~tb 

where D1 are constant principal stretches with respect to a rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates and the summation convention is not applied in this section. From the 
definition of the stretching we have 

(9.2) 

and by integration we have 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

Xj = x,exp(Dit), 

dx· 
Ei(t) =log di .= D;t, . 

where the material configuration at t = 0 is referred to the reference configuration and E 
is called the logarithmic strain. 

Now -let us analyse the behaviour of the Prandtl-Reuss plastic material for the steady 
simple extension, where the zero initial conditions 

(9.5) S = 0, ex = 0, y = 0 at t = 0 

are assumed. 
From Eq. (5.11) we have 

3 

q = qo-( 
2
;. ++) .2 (Ei-E0 ,), 

!' l=l 

(9.6) 

where the subscript zero indicates the value when a steady simple extension starts. From 
Eq. (9.2) the spin tensor vanishes and the eo-rotational time rate reduces to the usual time 
rate. From Eqs. (5.12) and (9.1) we have 

(9.7) 

and we can conclude with the initial condition (9.5)1 that the shear components of S* 
vanish identically. We then have 

(9.8) s,j = s,* ~~j· 
Therefore, from Eqs. (5.14) and (9.5)3 , we have 

(9.9) YiJ = Yi ~~J. 

Then Eqs. (5.12)-(5.14): can be written as 

(9.10) dS,* D* 1 < > -. 
(it= '- -M(cx)2 v s,' 

{9.11) 
dcx 
dt = (v), 

(9.12) 
dy, c -
dt = M(cx)2 (v)S't' 
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where 
3 3 

(9.13) (v) = ~ ~· D, = ~ §,• Df. 
1·1 1 .. 1 

For an unloading process we can easily obtain 

(9.14) s;• = St,+E,·-E~h 
(9 .15) IX = IXo , 

(9.16) 'YI = 'Yot· 
Then from S1 = §,• + {11- q, we have 

3 

(9.17) S1 = S0,+ (E,-Eo,)+ ; 2 (E,-Eo,),. 
f' 1·1 

where we put Sot = S~1 + fJo,- qo. 

81.3 

For the loading process, multiplying Eq. (9.10) by Df, summing in i anCl replacing 
the independent variable from t to IX by Eq. (9.11) gives us 

(9.18) 
dv2 2v2 3 

diX - M(1X)2 = 2 I~ D:2. 
Now we define the function 

(9.19) 

Cl 

f(a, «o) = exp( J ~~)2 ). 

czo 

and by similar manipulations we can obtain the following: 
- Cl 

S ... *( ) _ 1 [s-• D* J f(E, IXo) d't:] 
1 IX, IXo - /(IX, 1Xo) oi+ i v(E, 1Xo) ~ , 

ato 

(9.20) 

(9.21) Ys(IX, 1Xo) = 'Yo•+c(E,*(IX, 1Xo)-E3,)+c(Sf(1X, IXo)-S:,), 
Cl 

(9.22) f dE 
t = to + v(~, IXo) , 

ato 

(9.23) ' 

Then we have 

(9.24) 

- ( A. 1-c) ~ +c(E,(IX, 1X0)-E0 ,)+ 2/l +-
3

- L.J (E,(IX, 1Xo)-Eo,)· 
1-1 

These equations (9 .20}-(9 .24) are the relations of the stress, the· strain, the translation and 
the time which are correlated with each other by the scalar intemal'variable IX as a para
meter. 

9 Arch. Mech. ~tos. nr 6ns 
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10. UDiaxial stress exteDsion 

10.1. COIIItltutive reladoas 

Here let us analyse the uniaxial stress extension of the incompressible Prandtl-Reuss 
plastic material with the initial conditions (9.5). The loading direction is taken as thex1-axis 
and we can put 

(10.1) 

(10.2) D 1 = D(t), 

where D(t) is a given function of time. From the initial condition (9.5)3 and Eq. (6.3) we 
have try = 0. Then we can put 

(10.3) 
2 

Yt = T"' 

The stress power in Eq. (5.15) is given by 

(10.4) f)= SD, 

where 

(10.5) S = S-y. 

We can say that for the loading state 

(i) 

(ii) 

S > 0, S > y and D > 0, 

S < 0, S < y and D < 0, 

and for the unloading state 

(iii) 

(iv) 

S > 0, S > y and D < 0, 

S < 0, S < y and D > 0. 

The pressure is indefinite and the constitutive equations (5.5)-(5.7) in the uniaxial 
stress extension are given by the following:. For the unloading state, 

(10.6) 
ds 3 
dE =2, 

and for the loading state, 

ds 3 &2 

dE = 2- M(a.)2' 
(10.7) 

where 

(10.8) 

da. 
dE= O, 

da. ... 
dE= S, 

dE -D 
dt -

. and E is the logarithmic strain along the x1-axis. 

dy 
dE= O, 

dy cS2 

dE = M(a.)2 ' 
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Equations ·(10.6) can easily be integrated and we thus have the relations for the unload
ing state 

(10.9) 
3 

S = S0 +T (E-E0 ), ex = ex0 , y = y0 • 

After some manipulations we can integrate Eqs. (10.7) and we have the relations for the 
loading state 

(10.10) - 1 [ -2 Ill· . ]1'2 S(ex, exo) = ± f( ) So+ 3 f(E, ex0)
2dE , 

ex' exo cxo 

ex 

(10.11) I dE 
E(ex, exo) = Eo+ - , 

010 
S(E, exo) 

11 .. ' ( I S(E, exo)
2 

d 
(10.12) y ex, exo) = y 0 +c M(E)2 'E 

110 

3 .. .. 
= Yo+Tc(E(ex, exo)-Eo)-c(S(ex, cr0)- S0). 

Then, from Eq. (10.5) w~ have 

. . - - 3 
(10.13) S(ex, ex0 ) = S0 +(1-c)(S(ex, ex0 )-S0 )+2 c(E(ex, exo)-Eo), 

where_f(ex, ex0) was defuled by Eq. (9.19) and the subscri~tt zero denote~ as before a value 
at a starting instance. 

1 0.2. Work-bardealng 

Let us estimate the magnitude of the work-hardening. At the zero-th order approxi

mation we can put dS/dE = 0 in Eq. (10.7)1 and we have the yield condition 

(10.14) - -./3 
S = ± Jl T M(ex), 

which is equivalent to (6.1). 
From Eqs. (10.7)2 and (10.7)3 we have the increment relations: 

(10.15) LIIX = ±·Y ~ M(!X)LIE, 

(10.16) 
3 

Lfy = T eLf E. 

By the yield condition (1 0.14) and the relation (1 0.15) we have 

(10.17) 

9* 
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The increment relations (10.16) ,and (10.17) give, respectively, the translation and the 
isotropic work-hardening. Then the material constant c expresses the magnitude of the 
translation work-hardening and the material function M(a.) characterizes the isotropic 
work-hardening. From Eq. (10.5) we have 

(10.18) LIS= ! ( d~~a)' +2c) LIE, 

which indicates that the total work-hardening is a sum of two hardenings. 

10.3. Perfect plastic material 

In the case where 

(10.19) c = 0, M(a.) = M0 = constant,.. 

there is no work-hardening and the material is reduced to a perfect plastic material. The 

translation always vanishes, i.e., y = 0 and then S = S. The scalar internal variable dis
appears in Eq. (10.7)1 and its sinificance vanishes naturally. 

Equation (10.7)1 may be integrated and we have 

S. ---./3 So+VfMotanh(Vf E;~). 
(10.20) V 2 Mo -./ 3 (-- jT" E-Eo) 

V 2 M0 +S0 tanh V 2 Mo 

When IE-E0 l ~ M0 , we have the yield conditions S = ±y3/2 M 0 , and when IE-Eol 
~M0 , we have the unloading relatiqn (10.9)1 

10.4. Plastic material with translation work-bardealng 

In the case where 

(10.21) c) 0, M( a.) = M 0 = constant, 

there is the translation work-hardening. The relation of the translated stress magnitude S 
and the strain is given by Eq. (10.20) by the replacements of S by S and S0 by S0 • The 
magnitudes of the translation and the stress are obtained from Eqs. (10.12) and (10.13). 

10.5. Plastic material with Isotropic work-hardening 

In the case where 

(10.22) c = 0, dM(a.) ""'= O 
da. 'F ' 

there is isotropic work-hardening. Here y = ·0 and S = S. The stress-strain relation is 

given by Eqs. (10.10) and (10.11) by replacement of S by Sand S0 by S0 • 
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10.6. Fracture fuocdoa 

In Sect. 7 we introduced the fracture function. In the uniaxial stress extension the trans
lation tensor is represented by the magnitude y. Then we can put 

(10.23) h = h(a., y), 

and then the fracture condition is given by 

(10.24) h(a., y) = 0. 

11. Numerical calculations 

In Qtder to execute the numerical calculations we must adopt a concrete for m 
of the material ·function. Now we assume 

(11.1) M( a.) = MoO +aa.)11, 

where M0 , a and n are material constants. When a= 0, there is no isotropic work-hard
ening. 

Let us • consider . a parameter transformation: 

(11.2) Mo-+ CMo, a-+ c-2a, n-+ n, c-+ c, 

and 

(11.2') 

By this transformation the constitutive relations (10.6) and (10.7), the stress-strain-trans
lation relations (10.9)-(10.12) and (10.20), the yield condition (10.14) and the work
hardening relations (10.15)-(10.17) are invariant. Therefore, one of the two material con
stants M0 and a ~ay assume any value without · any loss of generality. 

The function defined l>Y the relation (9.19) has the forms 

(11.3) [
. (1 +a<X)l-211_ (I +aa.o)t-211 ] 

/(a., a.o) = exp (l-2n)M~a ' 

(11 .3') ( 
I +a a. )tiM'cP 

f(a., a.o) = 1 +aa.o ' 
1 

n = 2' 

which are invariant with respect to the transformation (11.2). 

I · 
n #: 2' 

Figure I show the stress-strain relations ·tor the simple loading process from the ini
tial state (9.5). The diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 (a) refer to the material with translation 
work-hardening and the diagrams with c = 0 correspond to the perfect plastic mater~l. 
The diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 (b)-(e) refer to the material with isotropic work-hard
ening. When aa. ~ 1, the material function (11.1) is approximated by 

(11.4) M( a.) = MoO +naa.). 
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They correspond, respectively, to na = 1, 2, 3 and 4. We can say that the materials with 
n > 1, n = 1 and n < 1 have increasing, constant and decreasing work-hardening, respec
tively. 

Figure 2 show the stress-strain-internal variables relations for the loading-unloading
reloading processes from the zero initial state. The diagrams in Figs. 2 (a), (b) (c) arid (d) 
refer, respectively, to the perfect plastic material as well as to the materials with translation, 
isotropic and total work-hardening. The solid bold lines, the solid fine lines and the broken 
fine lines refer, respectively, to the stress-strain, the transl&tion-strain and the scalar internal 
variable-strain diagrams. The unloadings are started atE= 10"""2 and the reloadings are 

3 

'b"'o --
)( )( 

1./)~ 

2 

M0 : 10-s 

0 = 0 
c = 2x 10-2 

20 30 40 

EX 103 

Flo. 3. Stress-strain-internal variables relations for the unloading-reloadins processes, where the unloadinp 
start at E == 2 X to-~, 3 X to-2 and 4x to-2• 

started· at S = 0 for positive and negative directions. The reloading diagrams show the 
rounding phenomenon and Figs. 1 (b) and (d) show the remarkable Bauschinger effect. 

Figure 3 show three unloading-reloading diagrams started at E = 2 X 10 .... 2 , 3 x 10-2 

and 4 x I0-2 for the material with translation work-hardening. It is worth noting that the 
unloading and reloading paths make loops. Refer to ToKUOKA [22]. 

Figure 4 show the stress-strain-internal variables relations . for the loading-unloading 
cycles in the limit of strain ±5 x 10 ... 3 • We can say that the behaviour of the plastic material 
for this cycle depends largely upon the isotropic work-hardening and, a little, on the trans
lation work-hardening. 
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